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We use the Ericksen]Leslie equations to investigate the solution branch of
simple planar shear flow between moving parallel plates for non-flow-orienting
nematic liquid crystals. We show the existence of infinitely many limit points on the
solution branch of simple planar shear flow. Hence the tumbling phenomena
observed in experiments can be explained as the exchange of stability of the planar
configuration by another planar configuration with a more distorted director field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the fascination in the study of the flow phenomena of liquid
crystals stems from the intimate coupling between fluid motion and the
orientation of the anisotropic axis of the molecules. The Ericksen]Leslie
w xnonlinear, viscoelastic continuum theory 6, 12, 14 has been very success-
ful in describing a variety of flow phenomena in nematic liquid crystals.
The stability of planar shear flow and nonplanar flow instabilities for
nonaligning liquid crystals have been the subject of many experimental and
w xtheoretical investigations during the past 15 years 2]5, 7, 8, 13, 15]24 . It
is well known that nematic liquid crystals align uniformly in shear flow
when Leslie viscosities a and a are negative. When a - 0 - a , the2 3 2 3
uniformly aligned configurations become unstable for sufficiently high
shear rates and either tumbling regimes develop in the flow region in the
w x shear plane 4, 19, 20 shear plane is defined at the beginning of Sec-
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.tion 2 or the alignment of nematic liquid crystals takes on a component
w x wperpendicular to the shear plane 19, 20 . From numerical simulations 15,
x17, 23, 24 , they confirmed that the existence of limit points along the
solution branch of planar shear flows and tumbling instability is character-
ized by the exchange of stability of the planar configuration by another
planar configuration with a more distorted director field.
w xFor the case when a F a F 0, Atkin and Leslie 1 proved the exis-2 3
w xtence of solutions of planar Couette flow. Currie and MacSithigh 5
considered some simplified cases for planar shear flow by the phased-plane
approach. In this article, we consider the case a - 0 - a and show the2 3
existence of solutions of planar shear flow and analyze the tumbling
phenomenon along the solution branches. In Section 2, we derive govern-
ing equations of planar shear flow from Ericksen]Leslie continuum theory
and show the existence of solutions. Then we prove the existence of
infinitely many limit points along the solution branch in Section 3. Most
work of this article is part of the author's dissertation under the supervi-
sion of Professor Mitchel Luskin.
2. STEADY PLANAR SHEAR FLOW
Without losing generality, we consider simple shear flow between paral-
lel plates at a distance 2 apart which are parallel to the x]y plane. We
assume that the upper plate at z s 1 is at rest while the lower one at
z s y1 moves with velocity V in the y direction. The shear plane is the
yz-plane. The state of the nematic liquid crystal is described by its velocity
 .  . < <v s v x, y, z, t and its director n s n x, y, z, t , where n s 1.
We investigate simple planar shear flows of the form
v s 0, ¨ z , t , 0 , n s 0, cos u z , t , sin u z , t . 2.1 .  .  .  . .  .
 . w xFor flows of the form 2.1 the Ericksen]Leslie equations 14 are
­ ¨ ­ ­ ¨ ­u
r s g u q m u , y1 F z F 1, 2.2 .  .  . /­ t ­ z ­ z ­ t
22­u ­ u ­ f u ­u ­ ¨ .
2g s 2 f u q y 2m u , 2.3 .  .  .1 2  /­ t ­u ­ z ­ z­ z
where
a y a a q a a5 2 6 3 42 2 2 2g u s a sin u cos u q sin u q cos u q ; . 1 2 2 2
g q g cos 2u1 2 2 2m u s ; f u s k cos u q k sin u ; .  . 1 32
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r is the density; a , . . . , a are the Leslie viscosities; k , k and k are the1 6 1 2 3
Frank elastic constants; and g s a y a , g s a y a s a q a .1 3 2 2 6 5 2 3
 .  .Thermodynamic inequalities imply that g u ) 0 and f u ) 0 for all u
 . w xi.e., k , k ) 0 and that g ) 0 14 . We shall only consider flows in the1 3 1
nonaligning regime, a - 0 - a .2 3
Remark 2.1. Since we only consider the case a ) 0 ) a , this is3 2
< <equivalent to g ) g . To see this, we see that when a ) 0 ) a we1 2 3 2
< < < < < <have g y g s a y a y a q a . When a q a G 0, g y g s1 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 1 2
< < < <y2a ) 0. When a q a F 0, g y g s 2a ) 0. Thus g y g ) 0.2 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
< < < <Hence a ) 0 ) a implies g ) g . Conversely as g ) g , there are3 2 1 2 1 2
two cases. When g s a q a G 0, a y a ) a q a ) 0 ) ya y a ,2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3
thus 0 ) a , and a ) 0. When g s a q a F 0, a y a ) ya y a2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3
< <) 0 ) a q a , thus a ) 0, and 0 ) a . Hence g ) g implies a ) 02 3 3 2 1 2 3
 .) a . Thus m u ) 0 for all u .2
We utilize the ``strong anchoring'' condition for n, i.e.,
u y1, t s u 1, t s u , 2.4 .  .  .p
and the ``no-slip'' boundary condition for v,
¨ y1, t s V , ¨ 1, t s 0. 2.5 .  .  .
 .  .For steady flow, the Ericksen]Leslie equations 2.2 ] 2.5 are
­ ­ ¨
g u s 0, y1 F z F 1, 2.6 .  . /­ z ­ z
22­ u ­ f u ­u ­ ¨ .
2 f u q y 2m u s 0, y1 F z F 1, 2.7 .  .  .2  /­u ­ z ­ z­ z
u y1 s u 1 s u , 2.8 .  .  .p
¨ y1 s V , ¨ 1 s 0. 2.9 .  .  .
 .Thus from 2.6 we have
­ ¨
g u s c, 2.10 .  .
­ z
where c is an integrating constant equal to the total shearing force per
 .unit area applied to the plates, and 2.10 can be used to eliminate ­ ¨r­ z
 .from 2.7 to obtain
22­ u ­ f u ­u m u .  .
2 f u q y 2c s 0, y1 F z F 1, . 2  /­u ­ z g u­ z  . 2.11 .
u y1 s u 1 s u . .  . p
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We would like to consider cases where u s pr2 and u s 0. These twop p
wcases are associated with experiments and numerical simulations 15, 17,
x19, 20, 23, 24 .
2.1. The Existence of Steady-State Plane Shear Flow
In this section we would like to discuss the existence of solutions of
 .equation 2.11 with u s pr2 at first,p
22d u du m u .
X2 f u q f u y 2c s 0, 2.12 .  .  .2  /dz g udz  .
p
u y1 s u 1 s . 2.13 .  .  .
2
Then we will discuss the case where u s 0 at the end of this section.p
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. If u is the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 for some c, then
 .  .p y u is the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 for yc.
 .  . X . X .  .  .Proof. Since f p y u s f u , f p y u s yf u , m p y u s m u ,
 .  .  .  .and g p y u s g u , p y u is the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 for
yc.
THEOREM 2.2.
 .1 When c s 0, there is only a tri¨ ial solution, u ' pr2, for problem
 .  .2.12 ] 2.13 .
 .  . 2 When c ) 0 c - 0 , each solution only has one minimum maxi-
.  .  .  .mum . For each c ) 0 c - 0 , problem 2.12 ] 2.13 has at least one
solution and has as many solutions as there are distinct roots of the following
equation:
R u , c s 1, 2.14 .  .0
where
f f .pr2
R u , c s df , . H0 ( cG f , u .u 00
g q g cos 2cf 1 2
G f , u s dc , . H0 g c .u0
 .  .and the minimum maximum of each solution is the root of equation 2.14 .
 .Proof. Multiplying 2.12 by durdz and integrating with respect to z,
we obtain
2du g q g cos 2fu 1 2
f u s a q c df , 2.15 .  .H /dz g f .pr2
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 .where a is a constant. As c s 0, 2.15 is reduced to
2du
f u s a. 2.16a .  . /dz
 .By the boundary conditions 2.13 , u has at least one local extreme value
 .  .in y1, 1 . Thus durdz s 0 at some point in y1, 1 . This forces a s 0.
w x  .Then durdz ' 0 on y1, 1 since f u is positive. Hence u ' pr2 from
 .the boundary conditions 2.13 .
When c / 0, we only need to consider the case c ) 0 by Lemma 2.1. As
c ) 0, u ' pr2 is not a solution. Assuming that u is the solution, then by
 .the boundary conditions 2.13 we have durdz s 0 at some point z in0
 .  .y1, 1 . At z s z , by 2.12 we have0
2d u cm u .0s ) 0,2 f u z g u zzszdz  .  . .  .0 0 0
 .  .  .since f u ) 0, g u ) 0, m u ) 0, and c ) 0. Hence u only has one
 .absolute minimum and no local maximum in y1, 1 . Let u be the0
 .minimum. Then u z s u and u - pr2. At z s z , we have0 0 0 0
g q g cos 2fu 1 20a s yc df .H g f .pr2
 .Thus 2.15 can be written as
2du
f u s cG u , u , 2.16b .  .  .0 /dz
where
g q g cos 2cu 1 2
G u , u s dc , . H0 g c .u0
 .  .  .and G u , u ) 0 for u - u F pr2 since m u ) 0 and g u ) 0. From0 0
 .2.16b , we obtain two first-order ordinary differential equations
1r2du G u , u .0’s y c , y1 F z F z , 2.17 .0 /dz f u .
1r2du G u , u .0’s q c , z F z F 1, 2.18 .0 /dz f u .
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w .since u is the only minimum, durdz - 0 on y1, z and durdz ) 0 on0 0
 x  .  .z , 1 . Solving 2.17 and 2.18 by separating variables, we have0
1 f f .pr2
df s z q 1, y1 F z F z , 2.19 .H 0(’ G f , u .c u 0
1 f f .pr2
df s 1 y z , z F z F 1. 2.20 .H 0(’ G f , u .c u 0
 .We would like to show in the following that the integrals in 2.19 and
 .  .2.20 are convergent as u s u . Let us estimate of G f, u at first. We0 0
have
< < < <g y g g q g1 2 1 2
0 - f y u F G f , f F f y u , 2.21 .  .  .  .0 0 0g g2 1
 .  . < <where g s min g u ) 0, g s max g u ) 0, and g ) g by Remark1 2 1 2
 .2.1. Then integrating each term in 2.21 from u to pr2, we obtain
f g df f f .pr2 pr21 1 F dfH H (( < <g q g G f , u .f y u’u u1 2 00
f g dfpr22 2F , 2.22 .H( < <g y g f y u’u1 2 0
 .  .where f s min f u ) 0 and f s max f u ) 0 since k , k ) 0. Then1 2 1 3
we have
f g p1 1
2 y u y u y u’( 0 0(  /< <g q g 21 2
f f .pr2
F dfH (G f , u .u 0
f g p2 2F 2 y u y u y u . 2.23 .’( 0 0(  /< <g y g 21 2
 .By letting u s u in 2.23 , it is shown that the improper integral con-0
verges.
 .  .As u s u , by 2.19 and 2.20 we have z q 1 s 1 y z . Thus z s 0.0 0 0 0
This implies that the solution is symmetric about z s 0 and
1 f f .pr2
df s 1. 2.24 .H (’ G f , u .c u 00
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 .  .Hence if u is the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 for a given c ) 0,
then u has one absolute minimum u , where u and c have to satisfy0 0
 .identity 2.24 .
 .Conversely for u - pr2 and c ) 0 if u and c satisfy 2.24 , we can0 0
 .  .construct a solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 which has minimum u from0
 .  .2.19 and 2.20 .
 .  .Therefore for the existence of the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 , we
 .would like to show that there is at least one u - pr2 satisfying 2.24 for0’ .each positive c. Multiplying 2.23 by 1r c and letting u s u , we have0
2 f g p 1 f f .pr21 1 y u F df ,H( 0 ((’ < < ’g q g 2 G f , u .c c u1 2 00
2 f g p2 2F y u . 2.25 .( 0(’ < <g y g 2c 1 2
 .Thus by 2.25 , we have the following limits
1 f f .pr2
lim df s 0,H (y ’ G f , u .u ªpr2 c u0 00
1 f f .pr2
lim df s `,H (’ G f , uu ªy`  .c u0 00
for each given positive c. Hence for each fixed positive c, there is at least
 .one u which is less than pr2 such that u and c satisfy 2.24 . Thus the0 0
theorem follows for c ) 0. For c - 0, the theorem follows by Lemma 2.1.
 .Identity 2.14 describes the relation between solutions of problem
 .  .2.12 ] 2.13 and parameter c. We would like to discuss this identity a little
further in the following. As above, we may consider only the case c ) 0.
 .  .  .Let u be the minimum of the solution of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 . By 2.240
 .function c u for u F pr2 can be defined by0 0
2
f u .pr2
c u s du . 2.26 .  .H0 ( /G u , u .u 00
 .  .In order to analyze c u , we would like to rewrite c u . Let0 0
f u .pr2
I u s du , . H0 (G u , u .u 00
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 .  .2then c u s I u . And letting0 0
g q g cos 2c g q g cos 2upr2 1 2 1 2
s u s dc , D u s , .  .H g c g u .  .u
we have
g q g cos 2cu 1 2
G u , u s dc s s u y s u , .  .  .H0 0g c .u0
X .  .and s u s yD u - 0 for all u g R. Thus we can use s as variable in
 .I u and obtain0
’f u s ds . .0
I u s y . 2.27 .  .H0
 . D u s s u y ss u ’ .  . .0 0
 .Doing integration by parts on the right-hand side in 2.27 , we have
0’2 f u s s u y s’ .  . . 0
I u s .0 D u s . .  .s u 0
’d f u s du . .0
y 2 s u y s ds. 2.28’  .  .H 0  /du D u s ds . . .s u 0
 .Then we can change the second term on the right-hand side in 2.28 back
to the integration with respect to u and obtain
a y a q a5 2 4
I u s k s u’ .  .’0 3 0y2a2
X XD u f u y 2 f u D u .  .  .  .pr2
y s u y s u du . 2.29’  .  .  .H 0 2
u ’f u D u .  . .0
 .This expression of I u is the crucial formula for discussion of the0
 .  .  .  .solution branch of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 . By 2.29 , c u is continuous.0
 .  .And using 2.29 , we can easily obtain the derivative of c u :0
p
X Xc u s 2 I u I u s 2 I u I q I , for u - , 2.30 .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2
where I and I are given by1 2
k a y a q a D u .’  .3 5 2 4 0
I s ,1 4a s u’  .2 0
1 D u D u f X u y 2 f u DX u .  .  .  .  .pr2 0
I s du .H2 22 s u y s uu ’  .  . ’f u D u .  . .0 0
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 .  .yAt u s pr2, the left side derivative of c u is lim 2 I u I q0 0 u ªp r2 0 10
.I . Let us find this limit. The estimate of I is2 2
C du C dupr2 pr21 1
< <I F s ,H H2 2C 2Cs u y s u G u , uu u’ ’ .  .  .2 20 00 0
where
X XC s max D u D u f u y 2 f u D u , .  .  .  .  . .1 0
2’C s min f u D u , .  . .2
 .  .  .and C ) 0 since f u and D u are positive. Then by 2.23 in Theorem2
2.2, we have
lim I u I s 0. .0 2yu ªpr20
 .For 2 I u I , we have0 1
k a y a q a .’ 3 5 2 4
2 I u I s I q D u I , .  .0 1 3 0 42a2
where I and I are given by3 4
2
k a y a q a .3 5 2 4
I s y D u , .3 024a2
X X1 D u f u y 2 f u D u .  .  .  .pr2
I s s u y s u du .’  .  .H4 0 2s u u’  . ’f u D u .  . .00
And the limits of I and I are3 4
2
k a y a q a p .3 5 2 4
lim I s y D ,3 2  /y 24au ªpr20 2
lim I s 0, by L'Hopital's rule.Ã4yu ªpr20
Therefore
2
k a y a q a p .3 5 2 4
lim 2 I u I q I s y D . .  .0 1 2 2  /y 24au ªpr20 2
Similarly for c F 0, we have
2
f u p .u0c u s y du , for u G , . H0 0( /G u , u 2 .pr2 0
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 .where the definition of G u , u is given by0
g q g cos 2cu 1 20G u , u s dc . . H0 g c .u
The derivative can be derived the same way and at u s pr2 the right-side0
 .derivative is same as the left-side derivative. Hence c u is continuously0
differentiable on R. Thus we have the following theorem for the solutions
 .  .of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 .
 .THEOREM 2.3. There is only one solution branch c, u of problem
 .  . 2w x.2.12 ] 2.13 in the space R = C y1, 1 .
 .  .Proof. By Theorem 2.2, the solutions of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 have to
satisfy the relation between the extreme value u and the parameter c.0
And it is shown that c can be defined as a continuous differentiable
function for u g R, i.e., for each u g R, there is one c. Thus the0 0
theorem follows.
COROLLARY 2.4.
 .  .  .1 For each u ) pr2, problem 2.12 ] 2.13 has a unique solution0
with maximum u .0
 .  .  .2 For each u - pr2, problem 2.12 ] 2.13 has a unique solution0
with minimum u .0
 .Proof. Since c u is determined for each u , the solution is uniquely0 0
determined.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.5. lim c u s ` and lim c u s y`.u ªy` 0 u ª` 00 0
 .  .Proof. For u - pr2, let u s u in 2.23 . Then we have that c u0 0 0
goes to infinity as u ª y`. The second result follows by Lemma 2.1.0
For the case u s 0, we make the change of variables, c s u q pr2.p
 .Then equation 2.12 becomes
22d c dc 2m c .0X2 f c q f c y c s 0, 2.31 .  .  .0 02  /dz g cdz  .0
 .  .  .  .  . where f c s f c y pr2 , g c s g c y pr2 , and m c s m c y0 0 0
.pr2 . And the boundary conditions are
p
c y1 s c 1 s . 2.32 .  .  .
2
Thus for the case u s 0, we can obtain similar results.p
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3. THE EXISTENCE OF LIMIT POINTS
 .  .In Section 2.1, we have shown that problem 2.12 ] 2.13 has a solution
 .branch c, u . Figure 1 shows the numerical results of solution branches
for nematic liquid crystals 8CB with three different sets of Leslie viscosi-
ties and elastic constants. Therefore the existence of limit points can
explain the tumbling phenomenon analytically. Thus we would like to show
 .  .  .that the solution branch c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 has infinitely many
limit points provided that viscosity coefficients and the elastic constants
satisfy certain conditions. As in Section 2.1, we will discuss at first the case
where u s pr2. Then the case where u s 0 will be discussed at the endp p
of this section.
 .In the previous section we defined a useful function c u , so we could0
  . .  .use the graph c u , u to describe the solution branch c, u of problem0 0
 .FIG. 1. Solution branches c, u for three different sets of material constants of 8CB given
in Table 1 with u s 0.p
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 .  .2.12 ] 2.13 . By Lemma 2.1, we only need to consider the case c ) 0. We
X .would like to show that c u changes sign infinitely many times as0
u ª y`. Then there are infinitely many limit points on the half of the0
 .  .  .  .solution branch c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 . From 2.30 , the derivative
 .of c u is0
p
X Xc u s 2 I u I u s 2 I u I q I , for u - , 2.30 .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2
where I and I are given by1 2
k a y a q a D u .’  .3 5 2 4 0
I s ,1 4a s u’  .2 0
1 D u D u f X u y 2 f u DX u .  .  .  .  .pr2 0
I s du .H2 22 s u y s uu ’  .  . ’f u D u .  . .0 0
 . X .Since I u is always positive, we only need to check the sign of I u . At0 0
X .first we consider the simple case k s k s k ) 0. In this case, I u is1 3 0
reduced to
’k a y a q a D I .  .5 2 4 0XI I s .0 4a s u’  .2 0
X’D I k D u .  .pr2 0y duH 2s u y s uu ’  .  . D u . .0 0
’s y k D u S u q S u , 3.1 .  .  .  . .0 1 0 2 0
where
a y a q a5 2 4
S u s , .1 0 y4a s u’  .2 0
DX u .pr2
S u s du . . H2 0 2
u s u y s u D u’  .  .  . .0 0
 .  .We have S u ) 0 since a y a q a s 2 g pr2 ) 0 and a - 0. Also1 0 5 2 4 2
 .  .since s u goes to infinity when u goes to negative infinity, S u goes to0 0 1 0
zero when u goes to negative infinity. Thus when u goes to negative0 0
 . X .infinity, S u could dominate the sign of I u . So we would like to2 0 0
 m4 mchoose a sequence u where u goes to negative infinity as m goes to0 0
 m.  m.infinity such that S u is an alternating sequence and for those S u2 0 2 0
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- 0 there is a negative upper bound which is independent of m. Then
X m. mI u will change sign infinitely many times when u ª y`.0 0
Now we show the above claim provided that the viscosities and the
X .elastic constants satisfy some conditions. Calculating D u and using
 .  .  .  .G u ,u instead of s u y s u in S u , we have0 0 2 0
h u sin 2u .pr2
S u s y du . H2 0 2
u G u , u g q g cos 2u’  .  .0 0 1 2
where
h u s 2g g u q g q g cos 2u a cos 2u y g .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 2
g a2 1s y g g q g a q a q a .1 2 2 5 3 42
g a2 1 2q a g cos 2u q cos 2u , 3.2 .1 1 2
 .  . X .and h u sin 2u is a function of period p . If h u ' 0, then I u - 0.0
Therefore there is no limit point on the solution branch. Let us consider
two cases in the following.
 . mAt first, we assume that h u ) 0 for all u g R. Let us choose u s0
ympr2, where m is a positive integer, and let
h u sin 2u .
A u , u s . 3.3 .  .0 2G u , u g q g cos 2u’  .  .0 1 2
Then we have
m
pr2 w . xy ky1 r2 pm m mS u s y A u , u du s y A u , u du .  .  .H H2 0 0 0
ympr2 ykpr2ks0
m w . xy ky1 r2 pkq1 k ms y1 y1 A u , u du . .  .  . H 0
ykpr2ks0
Let




kq1mS u s y1 a . . . 2 0 m , k
ks0
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 .k  w . x .  .Since y1 sin 2u is positive on ykpr2, k y 1 r2 p and h u is
positive, we have a ) 0 for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m.m , k
Next we would like to show that a ) a . Making the change ofm , kq1 m , k
 .variables u s ykp y f in a in 3.4 , we havem , kq1
a y am , kq1 m , k
ykpr2 kq1 ms y1 A u , u du .  .H 0
w . xy kq1 r2 p
w . xy ky1 r2 p k my y1 A u , u du .  .H 0
ykpr2
kq1y1 h f sin 2f .  .ykpr2
s dfH 2w . xy ky1 r2 p’G ykp y f , ympr2 g q g cos 2f .  .1 2
ky1 h u sin 2u .  .w . xy ky1 r2 py du , 3.4 .H 2
ykpr2 ’G u , ympr2 g q g cos 2u .  .1 2
 .  .since h ykp y f s h f . Then we have
a y am , kq1 m , k
y1r2 y1r2mp mpw . xy ky1 r2 ps G ykp y u , y y G u , yH  /  / /2 2ykpr2
ky1 h u sin 2u .  .
= du , 3.5 .2
g q g cos 2u .1 2
where
y1r2 y1r2mp mp
G ykp y u , y y G u , y /  /2 2
y1r2 y1r2mp mp
s s y y s ykp y u y s y y s u .  . /  / /  /2 2
s ykp y u y s u .  .
s .’G ykp yu ,ympr2 G u ,ympr2 .  .
’ ’= G ykpyu ,ympr2 q G u , ympr2 .  . /
 w . x .For u g ykpr2, y k y 1 r2 p , we have
g q g cos 2cu 1 2
s ykp y u y s u s dc ) 0. 3.6 .  .  .H g c .ykpyu
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 .Then 3.6 implies that
y1r2 y1r2mp mp
G ykp y u , y y G u , y ) 0, 3.7 . /  /2 2
 w . x .  .for u g ykpr2, y k y 1 r2 p . Hence by 3.7 and the fact that
 .k  .  w . x .y1 sin 2u and h u are positive on ykpr2, k y 1 r2 p , we have
a ) a , 3.8 .m , kq1 m , k
for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m y 1. Therefore when m s 2n q 1, we have
2n q 1 p .
S y s a y a .2 2 nq1, 2 nq1 2 nq1, 2 n /2
q a y a .2 nq1, 2 ny1 2 nq1, 2 ny2
q ??? q a y a ) 0. .2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 0
And when m s 2n, we have
2np
S y s y a y a q a y a .  .2 2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1 2 n , 2 ny2 2 n , 2 ny3 /2
q ??? q a y a q a .2 n , 2 2 n , 1 2 n , 0
F y a y a - 0. .2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1
 .To show that S y2npr2 is bounded above by a negative constant2
independent of n, we would like to estimate the lower bound of a y2 n, 2 n
 .a . By 3.5 , we have2 n, 2 ny1
a y a2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1
w . xy 2 ny2 r2 p y1r2s G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp . .H
w . xy 2 ny1 r2 p
yh u sin 2u .y1r2yG u , ynp du . . . 2
g q g cos 2u .1 2
Let
g q g cos 2cpr2 1 2
d s dc .H g c .0
Then we have
g q g cos 2cpr2 1 2
s ynp s dc . H g c .ynp
g q g cos 2cpr2 1 2s 2n q 1 dc s 2n q 1 d , .  .H g c .0
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w  . .  . xand, for u g y 2n y 1 r2 p , y n y 1 p , we have
G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp s s ynp y s y 2n y 1 p y u .  .  . .  .
2n y 1 p .
F s ynp y s y s d , .  /2
G u , ynp s s ynp y s u F s ynp y s y n y 1 p s 2d , .  .  .  .  . .
w  . .  . xThen for u g y 2n y 1 r2 p q pr4, y n y 1 p , we have
y1r2 y1r2G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp y G u , ynp .  . .
y1r2 y1r2s s ynp y s y 2n y 1 p y u y s ynp y s u .  .  .  . .  . .
y1r2s y 2ny1 pyu y s u G y 2ny1 pyu , ynp .  .  . .  . .
y1r2
=G u , ynp .
s ’’G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp q G u , ynp .  . . /
1 g q g cos 2cu 1 2G dcH’ ’ ’ ’ g c . .d 2d d q 2d y 2 ny1 pyu .
1 g q g cos 2cw . xy 2 ny1 p r2qpr4 1 2G dcH’ ’ ’ ’ g c .w . xd 2d d q 2d y 2 ny1 p r2ypr4 .
1 g q g cos 2cpr2 1 2s dcH’ ’ ’ ’ g c .d 2d d q 2d 0 .
d 1
s s . 3.9 .’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’d 2d d q 2d 2d 1 q 2 .  .
Now we can do the estimate of the lower bound of a y a . We2 n, 2 n 2 n, 2 ny1
have
a y a2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1
 .y ny1 p y1r2s G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp . .H
w . xy 2 ny1 r2 p
yh u sin 2u .y1r2yG u , ynp du . . 2
g q g cos 2u .1 2
 .y ny1 p y1r2G G y 2n y 1 p y u , ynp . .H
w . xy 2 ny1 r2 pqpr4
yh u sin 2u .y1r2yG u , ynp du , . . 2
g q g cos 2u .1 2
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  . .y 1r2  .y 1r2since G y 2 n y 1 p y u , ynp y G u , ynp G 0 and
 . w  .  . x  .yh u sin 2u G 0 on y 2n y 1 pr2, y n y 1 p . Then by 3.9 we have
1
a y a G2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1 ’ ’2d 1 q 2 .
=
yh u sin 2u . .y ny1 p
du . 3.10 .H 2w . xy 2 ny1 r2 pqpr4 g q g cos 2u .1 2
 .Let y s cos 2u in the integral term in 3.10 , then we have
1 h y .1
a y a G dy ,H2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1 2’ ’2d 1 q 2 0 . g q g y .1 2
where
g a g a2 1 2 1 2h y s y g g q g a q a q a q a g y q y . .  .1 2 2 5 3 4 1 12 2
So a y a has a lower bound which is independent of n.2 n, 2 n 2 n, 2 ny1
X .Therefore I u at u s ynp is positive when n is large enough and is0 0
negative at u s ynp q pr2 for n s 1, 2, . . . . These results imply that0
X .c u changes sign infinitely many times. Hence on the solution branch0
 .  .  .c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 , there are infinitely many limit points.
 .For the case h u - 0, for all u , we also can obtain the same result by a
similar approach. For u m s ympr2, where m is a positive integer, we0
have
m
kmS u s y1 a . . 2 0 m , k
ks0
where
w . xy ky1 r2 p k ma s y1 yA u , u du .  . .Hm , k 0
ykpr2
ky1 yh f sin 2f .  . .w . xy ky1 r2 ps df .H 2mykpr2 G u , u g q g cos 2f’  . .0 1 2
 .k  w . x .  .Since y1 sin 2u is positive on ykpr2, k y 1 r2 p and yh u is
positive, we have a ) 0 for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m. By a similar procedure,m , k
we still have a ) a for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m y 1. Therefore, whenm , kq1 m , k
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m s 2n q 1, we have
2n q 1 p .
S y s y a y a .2 2 nq1, 2 nq1 2 nq1, 2 n /2
q a y a .2 nq1, 2 ny1 2 nq1, 2 ny2
q ??? q a y a .2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 0
F y a y a - 0. .2 nq1, 2 nq1 2 nq1, 2 n
And when m s 2n, we have
2np
S y s a y a q a y a .  .2 2 n , 2 n 2 n , 2 ny1 2 n , 2 ny2 2 n , 2 ny3 /2
q ??? q a y a q a ) 0. .2 n , 2 2 n , 1 2 n , 0
Similarly, the lower bound of a y a is2 nq1, 2 nq1 2 nq1, 2 n
1 h y .1
a y a G dy.H2 nq1, 2 nq1 2 nq1, 2 n 2’ ’2 2d 1 q 2 0 . g q g y .1 2
Thus we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1.
 .  .  .  .1 On the solution branch c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 there are
 .infinitely many limit points if k s k s K ) 0 and either h u ) 0 for all u1 3
 .  .  .or h u - 0 for all u , where h u is defined in 3.2 .
 .  .2 If k s k s K ) 0 and h u ' 0, there is no limit point on the1 3
 .  .  .solution branch c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 .
Remark 3.1. The assumptions in Theorem 3.1 are not too artificial.
Two out of six sets of viscosity coefficients and elastic constants for
w xnematic liquid crystal 8CB used in 24 satisfy these assumptions in
Theorem 3.1. The others are in the case k / k . We will discuss this in1 3
the following.
For the case k / k , we have1 3
I X u s I u q I u s yD u S u q S u , .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0
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where
k a y a q a .’ 3 5 2 4
S u s , .1 0 y4a s u’  .2 0
1 D u f X u y 2 f u DX u .  .  .  .pr2
S u s y du . H2 0 22 u ’G u , u f u D u’  .  .  . .0 0
1 H u sin 2u .pr2
s y du ,H 22 u ’G u , u f u g q g cos 2u’  .  .  .0 0 1 2
and
H u s k y k g q g cos 2u g u q 2 f u h u . 3.11 .  .  .  .  .  .  .3 1 1 2
 . 2 2  4  .Since f u s k cos u q k sin u , we have 0 - min k , k F f u F1 3 1 2
 4max k , k . Thus we can obtain similar results by making similar assump-1 2
 .tions on H u and taking the same approach. Therefore we have the
following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. There are infinitely many limit points on the solution
 .  .  .  .branch c, u of problem 2.12 ] 2.13 if one of the following holds: 1
 .  .  .  .  .H u ) 0 for all u , 2 H u - 0 for all u , where H u is defined in 3.11 .
For the case where u s 0, the results are the same for the solutionp
 .  .branch of problem 2.31 ] 2.32 . But here we use
h c s y2g g c q 2m c a cos 2c q g , .  .  .  .0 2 0 0 1 2
H c s 2 k y k m c g c q 2 f c h c , .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 3 0 0 0 0
 .  .instead of h u and H u in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
To show the conditions in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 cover some real cases,
Table 1 gives three complete sets of material constants taken from mea-
surements of the viscosity coefficients of nematic liquid crystal 8CB done
w xby Kneppe, Schneider, and Sharma 10, 11 and of the elastic constants by
w xKarat and Madhusudana 9 . In all three sets, a is positive and a is3 2
negative. All viscosities are in poise and elastic constants in dyne.
 .  .Numerical results of solution branches of problem 2.11 ] 2.12 with
w xu s 0 from 17 are shown in Figure 1. There are many limit points onp
three solution branches. But, for the cases u s pr2 and u s 0, there isp p
only one set of material constants of 8CB at 378C in Table 1 and the first
w xfour sets of material constants of 8CB used in 24 satisfying the conditions
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Thus we need to find other conditions to cover
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TABLE 1
The Material Constants of 8CB
348C 358C 378C
a 6.5100 1.3420 0.38201
a y0.7075 y0.6965 y0.58752
a 0.4045 0.1395 0.03053
a 0.5820 0.5600 0.52004
a 0.6445 0.5275 0.47255
a 0.3415 y0.0295 y0.08456
y6 y6 y6K 1.410 = 10 1.280 = 10 1.010 = 101
y6 y6 y6K 0.825 = 10 0.600 = 10 0.563 = 102
y6 y6 y6K 2.100 = 10 1.400 = 10 0.968 = 103
more general cases. Also it was shown numerically that out of shear plane
w xstability may occur before or after the tumbling in 15 ; it is good to know
 .  .the stability properties of the solution branch of problem 2.12 ] 2.13
analytically.
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